The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award Forum
Toronto, Canada
28 October – 1 November 2015

Introduction
The Forum takes place every three years and brings together leaders from
the Association from around the world.
What goes on at Forum is critical to the planning of the Award’s future. It
enables different parts of the Award family to consult one another, develop
the Award and share plans. It allows delegates to work together to review
progress and share best practice to ensure that the Award equips more
young people and meets its full potential.
Forum 2015 was held in Toronto, Canada from 28 October – 1 November 2015.
Three full days were spent reviewing, discussing, sharing and debating the
Award’s progress and strategy and agreeing joint ways of working.
This publication provides an overview of the activities and outcomes
agreed at Forum 2015. It can be used:
• as a record for delegates who attended Forum 2015 of what took
place there.
• to enable regional teams to brief National Award Operators
who were not able to attend Forum 2015.
• to cement understanding of the status of the Foundation’s and
Association’s strategy process, so that everyone can move
forward together.
Forum 2015 was attended by 175 stakeholders from 47 countries. Delegates
comprised national Award staff, Foundation staff, special invitees from
the four regions, World Fellows and guests. The full delegate list can be
accessed via the Online Learning Hub (Forum 2015 Delegates/General Event
Information/Forum 2015 – Delegates List).
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Secretary General’s reflection

Report on the Opening Plenary

Forum 2015 was hosted in Toronto by the amazing team
of volunteers and staff from The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award – Canada. It gave all of us in
the Award family the opportunity to pause and take
stock of the progress that has been made since our
last Forum, held in Malta in 2012, when we made the
decision to transform the Award through creating new
licence and validating processes, the introduction of
new tools to support administration, and the intention
to grow the reach and quality of the Award experience
for young people.

A warm welcome

There was a general consensus, reached through
the plenary sessions and individual workshops, that
the decisions we had made in Malta were the right
ones and that the Award is firmly and irrefutably
on the right track, whilst noting that the track has
been, occasionally, a little bumpier than we all might
have liked. We developed a commitment to a vision
of universal access to an Award experience for
young people. In reviewing the tools that have been
developed and are beginning to roll out across the
world, we noted improvements that are needed. We
recognised the importance of the licence validation
process in helping us all to understand our operations
better and plan for improvement, whilst acknowledging
that it had proved to be extremely resource intensive.
We explored the challenge of growing the Award and
considered whether our penetration of the youth
market in individual territories was as great as it should
be. We discussed leadership, strategy and tactics. We
spent a full day in plenary, reviewing our challenges and
opportunities, exploring the collaborative culture we
would like to develop further in the Award family and
envisioning the future.

We debated hard. We listened to some inspirational
people. We enjoyed each other’s company. We
experienced incredible hospitality. We all committed to
action.
Later this year, we will meet again within our four
individual regions. We will be able to review and
comment on the work undertaken to develop the new
MoU. We will discuss tangible outcomes of the strategic
conversations we had at Forum, including a draft
blueprint for consultation and decision making within
the Award family. We will work together to begin setting
targets for growth and the refinement of a new shared
strategy for the Award.
Forum 2015 was an amazing few days of thinking,
listening, straight talking and constructive criticism. Its
legacy will be a renewed focus for us all on the continued
improvement of the Award.
John May
Secretary General
The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award Foundation

“I would like this Forum to be one
that is remembered for its straight
talking, its creation of a space where
a whole range of views can be heard
and more importantly listened to.”

His Excellency the Right Honourable David Johnston,
Governor General of Canada, opened the Forum. He
welcomed delegates to Canada and acknowledged that
it was 29 years since the country hosted their last Forum
in 1986. His Excellency stated that over 500,000 young
people have participated in the Award in Canada and
that he sees this number increasing as the Association
works together and shares best practice in the everchanging economy.
Al-Karim Khimji, Executive Director of The Duke of
Edinburgh’s International Award, Alberta, Canada acted
as master of ceremonies of the Forum, while Greg
Belton, Chair of Trustees of the Foundation was the
Forum’s official chair.
Greg welcomed delegates to Forum 2015 from the
47 countries represented. He specifically praised the
success of delegates sharing information in advance
of the event via the Online Learning Hub and set the
context for Forum 2015.
Greg thanked The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award – Canada for its warm welcome and for hosting
the spectacular Opening Ceremony. He invited Global
Benefactor, Margaret Fountain to present her keynote
speech.

We celebrated the achievements and contributions of
Award Operators and of individuals within the Award
family.
We reached agreement that the current Constitution of
the Association is no longer relevant within the context
of our new licensing arrangements. We determined to
develop a new Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
that better describes the interrelationship between
the Foundation, Award Operators and the other
stakeholders within the Award family.
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Global Benefactor’s address

International Council report

Margaret Fountain talked about being a philanthropist
and the challenges that arose with making decisions
about which organisations to support. She spoke
about the challenges that she had faced physically
and compared her determination to overcome these
challenges with that of Award participants, stating:
“Somewhere, somehow you pull deep inside and find
that resolve. You, like me, make the choice to go forward
and ultimately succeed.”

HRH The Earl of Wessex thanked The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award – Canada for its hard work in hosting
Forum 2015. He thanked the Governor General of Canada
for attending the Opening Plenary and thanked the
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario for her intention to attend
the full programme. HRH thanked Margaret Fountain for
her generous contributions as Global Benefactor. Finally
he thanked Greg Belton for his support over many years.
HRH set the context for delivering the International
Council report to the Forum and explained that this
would be his last report as its chair.

Margaret finished by talking about the hope, optimism
and vibrancy of the Award and emphasised how proud
she is to be its Global Benefactor.

He said that much of the International Council’s time over
the past three years had been spent understanding the
realities and impact of introducing many new tools and
working practices that were agreed at Forum 2012.

The minutes from Forum 2012 were adopted before HRH
The Earl of Wessex, Chair of the International Council
presented its triennial report to Forum delegates.

“Philanthropy. It’s a big word…
It’s about values and ethics.
It means our voluntary acts,
whether with time or money, for
the purpose of our community
can be transformative.”

HRH spoke of concerns that may have been present
around delivering universal access to the Award within
a set timeframe. He stated that delegates should still be
working towards the 2020 goals in place but added that
if these were achieved, much of the means to strive for
universal access would be in place.
HRH asked the Secretary General of the Foundation, John
May, to summarise how much he felt that the Association
had achieved since Forum 2012. John highlighted key
points including: the speed with which the Association
wanted to access and use the Award’s visual identity
and brand; how the licensing and validation process had
changed the way that the Association did business; and
how the introduction of digital tools had changed how
young people were interacting with the Award worldwide.
Then he shared Award statistics from 2014:
• More than 580,000 Award journeys began
		 in 2014.
• More than 1,100,000 young people are
		 participating in the Award worldwide.
HRH opened the discussion to the wider Association and
asked for feedback on the change process.
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Update on the change process
Licensing process – Himmat Kalsia, the Chair of the
Award in India, spoke of how much the Association had
achieved with the licensing process, with 31 National
Award Operators achieving a full licence and 35 countries
achieving a conditional licence. He acknowledged that
there had been some concerns over sub-licensing but
that the Foundation was available to offer guidance and
support on this.
Visual identity – Kenneth De Martino, the Chair of the
Award in Malta discussed how Malta had selected the
monolithic visual identity route and he praised the Brand
Centre, stating that Malta uses this to produce many of
their materials. HRH confirmed that approximately 70%
of countries had selected the monolithic visual identity
route with around 30% opting for an endorsement
option.
Digital tools – International Trustee and Chair of the
Digital Steering Committee, Paul Bell, discussed some of
the challenges of implementing the Online Record Book
(ORB) and the huge culture shift that was taking place as
participants and volunteers moved to an online system.
He spoke of how in 2016 the Foundation will begin work
on developing the next iteration of the ORB which will
provide a more flexible online solution.

HRH confirmed that 19 countries are using the ORB with
20 countries using the Online Learning Hub. He explained
that data is critical in driving the ORB and more young
people on the system meant more data, which meant
more evidence. Evidence demonstrates impact and
it is this impact that is so useful to share with Award
supporters and donors to prove the Award’s worth to an
external audience.
Research – Regional Director for Europe, Mediterranean
and Arab States (EMAS), Melek De-Wint, provided an
update on research undertaken. She reminded delegates
that the Foundation had launched the Award’s impact
measures at Forum 2012 and was now focusing on
measuring the outcomes of the Award for a young
person. An outcomes framework has been developed and
this is currently being tested, working in partnership with
the University of Surrey.
HRH summarised that whilst there is not one model
that fits all, National Award Operators can learn from
each other and share best practice. He invited regional
representatives to give short updates from their regions.

Key comments from the
regional updates
EMAS
•
		
		
		
		
		

There were two conferences in 2013-14 which
focused on the practicalities of the introduction
of new tools for the Award. Whilst it’s apparent
that EMAS countries are at different stages of
growth, these conferences provided the
opportunity to share and learn.

Asia Pacific
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		

Stakeholders in some countries had learned
more about the Award and international
development through the adoption of the new
tools.
Regional conferences were seen as critical to
engage with National Award Operators and
share best practice.

Americas
•
		
		
		
		

There is still an issue in the region with providers
working in sub-regions rather than working
together. The Forum is seen as an opportunity
to break down these barriers and begin to work
together.

IGE 2014 – The Republic of Korea
A video was shown by representatives of the Award in
The Republic of Korea, David Kim and Susan Kim, which
provided an insight into the very successful International
Gold Event in 2014. HRH discussed some of the changes
to the format of this event. The main change was around
persuading Award holders to stay active and involved
as emerging leaders, encouraging them to become
volunteers, Award Leaders and board members.
HRH explained that usually the hosts for IGE 2017 would
be announced at Forum. However the original bidding
country had to withdraw their application. Another country
has submitted a bid and the International Council will
review this and update the Association in due course.

Special Projects
An overview of Special Projects was given, which stated
that in the past year 68% more projects were being funded
which led to a much greater number of participants and
volunteers being involved. HRH explained that the plan is
to develop a three-fund approach to broaden out access to
Special Project grants. This will expand projects wider into
communities and support them into their next stages of
development.

Forum 2018
HRH announced that the Foundation would look at
starting a pre-registration process for Forum 2018 which
would flag any potential issues with accessing visas in
advance of attending. He noted that three countries had
bid for Forum 2018 and that the International Council
recommended Ghana to host the event.

Anniversaries
Africa
•
		
		
		

There is a lot of mentoring and support
happening across countries, split into three
sub-regional groupings: West, Southern and
East Africa.

HRH The Earl of Wessex announced that there were a few
Award anniversaries approaching:
2016 – The Award’s 60th anniversary
2016 – The Foundation’s 30th anniversary
2017 – The World Fellowship’s 30th anniversary
2018 – The Association’s 30th anniversary
HRH finished his update by wishing his successor, The
Right Honourable Lord Boateng, every success in his new
role as Chair of the International Council.
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Keynote speech from the
Secretary General
Secretary General of the Association, John May, talked
about the growing awareness in governments that
learning doesn’t just happen in the classroom. He
discussed how many educational reforms over the last
30 years have focused on academic qualifications to
the exclusion of non-formal education, which has left
young people leaving school being poorly equipped for
life and work.
He stated that the Association must plan for universal
access to non-formal education and to the Award, and
that work being done throughout the Forum could help
shape this.
The Secretary General suggested that a challenge
exists in persuading adults, whether policy makers,
influencers, community leaders, teachers, youth
workers or parents, that the Award is worth resourcing
with their time or financial commitment. He introduced
the new Award Leader film explaining that this could be
edited to translate the voiceover into a local language:
Click here to access the Award leader film.

“To be equipped properly for life
young people need to develop
the qualities of perseverance,
grit, curiosity, optimism and selfcontrol. Economists might describe
these qualities as non-cognitive.
Psychologists might call them
personality traits. To the rest of us
they are just known as character, and
the development of character is the
business of The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award.”

Principles to success
Best-selling author and entrepreneur, Robin Sieger,
provided a keynote speech on the principles of peak
performance and organisational success. He identified the
following key principles as the ones that lie at the heart of
true success:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define your goal
Create a flexible strategy
Have confidence
Don’t be afraid of failure
Have a sense of purpose or passion
Have commitment
Celebrate success.

Perspectives of the Award
Peter Westgarth, Chief Executive of the Award in the UK
(where it is known as the DofE), provided his vision of
the future for the Award. He talked about how the Award
in the UK was meeting its goals and that in the past ten
years there has been a 64% increase in new starters rising
to 239,000 young people starting their Award in 2015.
Completion rates had also increased by 93% in the past
ten years. Importantly Peter pointed out that expenditure
had only increased by 38% during the same time period.
Peter continued to talk about the Award’s performance in
relation to penetration in the market place and had plotted
a graph showing numbers of young people undertaking
their Award against best-guess overall numbers of 14-24
year olds in Award countries around the world. Whilst he
acknowledged that the figures might not be completely
accurate it provided a framework to see how much
penetration countries delivering the Award had into the
youth population. Apart from Singapore which had around
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8% penetration, the majority of Award countries had less
than 4% penetration into the youth market with many
countries reaching less than 1%.
Peter’s opinion was that countries which have been
providing the Award for over 20 years should have reached
1% of the youth population and he asked for countries
where this was not the case to question why they had not
reached this target. Finally Peter discussed what countries
needed from the Foundation to help them to increase
their market penetration: “My vision for the next decade:
a world-class leadership team able to establish the right
organisational requirements for the stage of development
of each of our national organisations and provide the
support to help us all excel.”
Canadian Gold Award holder Jess Silva spoke about
her relationship with the Award. She talked about how
her passion for the Award was ignited when she met
Craig Kielburger, founder of non-profit organisations in
Canada that build schools abroad to provide children with
education and opportunities.
Jess talked about how she visited China and helped to build
a school herself. She went on to praise the flexibility of the
Award stating that she lost motivation whilst undertaking
her Gold Award in high school. During an international
development trip to Zambia, whilst Jess was at university,
she realised how privileged she was to be able to undertake
the Award. When she returned to Canada she completed
her Gold Award. If it hadn’t been for the Award’s flexibility
she would not have completed all three levels.
Jess affirmed her ambition to bring the Award to
marginalised groups in Toronto and also to build
partnerships with universities and youth groups to create
a youth network supporting each other to complete their
Award journeys.
9

During Forum 2015 the
following countries received
full or accredited conditional
licences. Certificates were
presented to the countries
present. Countries not present
were acknowledged.
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Full licences

Conditional licences

Australia
Bahamas
Bangladesh		
Barbados			
Bermuda
Canada
Czech Republic
Finland
Gambia
Ghana
Gibraltar
Hong Kong
India
Israel
Jordan
Kenya
Malta
Mauritius
New Zealand
Pakistan
Republic of Korea
Seychelles
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom
Zambia

Benin
Bulgaria
Cayman Islands
Cote d’Ivoire
Guyana
Trinidad and Tobago
Fiji
Indonesia
Japan
Lithuania
Macau
Madagascar
Malaysia
Nigeria
Netherlands
Romania
Togo
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Mapping the Future workshops

John Caswell and Hazel Tiffany from Group Partners were
tasked with leading a comprehensive review of The Duke
of Edinburgh’s International Award as a way of refining
how it will meet its targets and objectives.
John noted that whilst there were issues around
consistency of data, the need to appeal to many different
backgrounds, differing circumstances and different levels
of maturity across the adoption of digital tools, the right
approach involved striking a balance between autonomy
and governance.
John explained how the session would involve
delegates working in groups, inputting thoughts, ideas,
opportunities and frustrations into a visual framework on
the wall. Groups would be given five themes to discuss,
which would help to answer the ultimate question:
“How can we collectively make the Award the best it can
possibly be?”
Below are the five questions and some of the responses
that were fed back into the framework.

1) What are our ambitions and 			
aspirations for the Award?
• Using delivery partners in a more strategic way
• Using other languages and being able to
upload national documents via digital tools
• Creating more opportunities for Award alumni
• Ensuring that Award experience is recognised within
local communities and encouraging participants to
continue to give back locally
• Defining the Award’s forte, niche and competitive
advantage
• Making sure that volunteering for the Award is
sustainable and has a global structure
• Building the brand’s reputation and promise

2) What matters most in shaping
our future?

3) What needs to be done
differently?
• Having local targets to meet global targets
• More resourcing and assistance in a local context
• Different or adapted models for smaller National
Award Operators
• Having Award endorsements
• Establishing volunteer management systems
• Raising Award fees for participants
• Involving young people in decisions and policies

4) What challenges can we expect?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People struggling with change
Using IT effectively
Implementing better sharing between countries
Consistency of brand, language and structure
Recruitment of more volunteers
Finding influential people to endorse the brand
Building trust with parents, young people,
and community leaders
• Building the alumni

5) How do we work together to 		
achieve the best outcomes?
• National Award Operator representatives to 		
undertake work placements in different countries
• Linking Adventurous Journeys into humanitarian work
• Sharing global fundraising knowledge – approaching
in-country sponsors in other countries
• Launching an international Award day
• Having easy access to the Award network’s contact
details
Please see the Report on the Closing Plenary on page 20
for the feedback review session from Group Partners.

• Communication and engagement with the wider policy
youth work field
• Brand reputation and maintaining standards
• Youth motivation
• Creating advocates in places where there is no
Award programme
• Standardising processes globally
• Providing a platform for Award Leaders to share
and input
• Having the resources in place to deliver
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Workshop review sessions
Seven workshops were held to
review the progress of the new
tools, systems and new ways
of working for the Association.
Each workshop focused on
an area where there had been
significant change over the
past three years and delegates
were invited to input on what
was working well, significant
challenges and the main aims
for the next three years.

Digital tools workshop
chaired by Inga Cesnaite
What is working well?
• Online Learning Hub – useful for collaboration
• Brand Centre – positive feedback from most countries
• Website – useful links between international and
national programmes
What are the main challenges?
• Online Record Book (ORB) – insufficient control at
national office level
• ORB – cost
• ORB – speed
Recommendations for the next three years
• Collaboration to understand what functions are
needed on the ORB
• More digital films and stories which are adaptable
• Digitally empowered community of stakeholders to
support and advise

Licensing and standards workshop
chaired by Kapil Bhalla

Visual identity and brand workshop
chaired by Peter Kaye

What is working well?

What is working well?

• Clarity of standards between: Foundation and
National Award Operators (NAOs), NAOs and
sub-licencees
• Sublicensing and creating a source of revenue
• Institutionalising the Award at national and Unit levels

• Brand roll out went smoothly
• Adoption of the monolithic identity
• Creation and flexible use of the identity and brand

What are the main challenges?

• National Award Operators (NAOs) to make initial
and ongoing use of the Brand Centre
• Translation of materials and templates
• NAOs sharing branded materials

• Abridged licence document and the terminology used
• Licensing and validation processes not synchronised
• Time consuming process
Recommendations for the next three years
• Adequate notice and clear requirements for the
revalidation process
• Evolution of the licence (looking at best practice,
Award requirements and other models)
• How does the licence remain robust and a tool
for growth?
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What are the main challenges?

Recommendations for the next three years
• Treat the Brand Centre as two-way communication
with NAOs sharing templates
• Expand the capacity of the Brand Centre to enable
exclusive sub-centres for NAOs
• Need for clear guidelines and rules concerning
abbreviations

15

Adapting and theming the
Award workshop
co-chaired by Peadar O’Lamhna

Self assessment workshop
chaired by Carla Alleyne

What is working well?
• Adapting the Award to at-risk and marginalised
groups
• Sharing stories and best practice

• Provided an audit process for National Award
Operators
• Opportunity to engage with stakeholders and
gain feedback
• Opportunity to improve quality assurance

What are the main challenges?

What are the main challenges?

• Understanding how to create a good project
• Building sustainable partnerships

• Time consuming process
• Document is open to misinterpretation
• Challenge to fully understand the document

Recommendations for the next three years

What is working well?

• Improve communications and sharing between
countries
• Encourage and facilitate partnerships

Recommendations for the next three years

Learning review workshop
chaired by Peter Anum

Outcomes and impact workshop
chaired by Jessica Silva

What is working well?

What is working well?

• Developing the Online Learning Hub (OLH)
• Training framework development
• Development of standardised online training
modules

• Collation of Award research is valuable and useful
when promoting the Award
• Outcomes framework is valued and there is interest
in piloting it nationally

What are the main challenges?

What are the main challenges?

• Getting more people to use the OLH
• Resourcing the response system (back end of
the OLH)
• Ability to translate the OLH system

• Loss of some data during collection of social
inclusion research
• Some issues around implementing and conducting
surveys (but this led to developing the tools further)

Recommendations for the next three years

Recommendations for the next three years

• Getting all of the Award community onto the OLH
and using it
• Accessibility to those who don’t have internet access
(look at downloads/disks)
• Translation of modules
• Further development of the OLH

• Review the collation of the Award’s research and
add to it
• Conduct stakeholder analysis to drive further
research initiatives
• Share best practice through the Online Learning Hub
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• Simplify the language and structure of the document
• Review the scoring/rating system
• The document should suggest recommended
actions that lead to improvement plans
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An overview of the International
Council Meetings
The two International Council
(IC) meetings were attended by
International Trustees, regional
representatives, Emerging Leader
representatives, Foundation staff
and observers.
Wednesday 28 October 2015
Chair: HRH The Earl of Wessex
HRH welcomed attendees and the minutes from the 2014
IC meeting were approved.
The Foundation’s Annual Report and Accounts were
presented by Secretary General of the Foundation, John
May. These showed that there had been 580,000 new
entrants to the Award from April 2014 to March 2015 and
this brought the total number of participants to 1.1 million
in the same time period. Following this, the topic of
universal access was discussed with agreement that this
needed to be explored further during Forum 2015.
Regional reports were presented by Regional Directors.
Key points included the re-launch of the Award in
Nigeria and discussions around some of the challenges
with implementing the Online Record Book in different
countries.
Peter Westgarth, Chief Executive of the Award in the UK,
updated attendees on a pilot being undertaken in the
UK. Award participants are being given the opportunity
to start their Award along with their peers irrespective of
whether they have reached 14 years of age. Data from the
pilot will be shared with the Foundation in due course.
HRH updated the IC on proposed amendments to the
Constitution review to reflect the new ways of working.
He suggested a new approach as to how the Foundation
consults with Association members, with members
consisting of all stakeholders including delivery partners,
supporters and Emerging Leaders.

Saturday 31 October
Chair: Lord Boateng
Lord Boateng thanked HRH The Earl of Wessex and
stated that the role of the IC moving forwards was to
drive the consultation with the Association, with regional
representatives being at the forefront of this process.
Lord Boateng welcomed newly elected IC representatives
from Bangladesh, Czech Republic, Ghana, Gibraltar and
New Zealand, as well as Professor Howard Williamson who
had recently joined the board of International Trustees.
Matters arising from Forum 2015 were discussed. These
included development of the ORB, utilising Emerging
Leaders more effectively and development of business
model templates to support National Award Operators
working with sub-licencees. The Foundation will be
working closely with the IC to deliver the actions that were
agreed during the Forum and updates will be shared with
the Association in due course.

Regional meetings
At each Forum time is set aside for advisory boards from
each region to meet before the International Council
and there is also time set aside for all National Award
Operators from a region to meet together and discuss key
issues of regional concern, or the regional perspective on
a specific matter. At Forum 2015 each region met at the
beginning specifically to discuss the potential changes
to the Association’s Constitution and again before the
closing plenary to discuss the Constitution and other
general regional matters.
Full copies of notes and papers used for these meetings
are available from the regional offices.

The outcomes of the Special Projects sub-committee
were presented and agreed by the IC. HRH The Earl of
Wessex presented a proposal on a new concept for
Special Projects, which introduces three funds. These
funds align with the main metrics of the Award and will be
used to finance direct project work of the Foundation and
provide grant aid to National Award Operators. Each fund
will provide donors with a specific report on how their
donations are being used to benefit young people and this
new way of working will position Special Projects as core
business for the Foundation. The IC approved the changes
proposed and more information will be shared with the
Association in due course.
Lord Boateng announced that the next IC meeting will take
place in the UK from 31 October to 2 November 2016 and
closed the meeting.
A fuller account of the proceedings of each International
Council meeting can be found at:
www.intaward.org/international-council

The IC agreed to present the recommendation for a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to Forum 2015.
The MOU would be signed by all licence holders to
confirm their understanding of their relationship with
the Award.
The IC agreed that the bid for Ghana to host Forum 2018
should be presented to the Forum for approval.
The Chair handed over responsibility for hosting the next
IC meeting to the new Chair, The Right Honourable Lord
Boateng.
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Report on the Closing Plenary
Master of ceremonies, Al-Karim Khimji, welcomed
delegates to the Closing Plenary and invited Sayeeful
Islam, Chair of The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award – Bangladesh to speak.

John May said that he was both excited and apprehensive
at the potential that had come from the session and
confirmed that the Foundation was committed to working
with the Association to further develop and deliver work
within these themes. He encouraged all delegates to use
the Online Learning Hub to continue to share thoughts
and ideas and said that there would be time at regional
conferences to distil the themes and the work streams
further.

Sayeeful presented his thoughts on how to drive forward
the Award, building on many areas discussed at the
Opening Plenary. He said that the collective wisdom in
the room should be used to solve challenges and that the
Asia Pacific Regional Board Meeting had agreed to initiate
a framework for fostering communication and learning
between countries in that region. He endorsed that digital
systems and IT needed to be used extensively, multiculturally and appropriately to grow the Award.

John May thanked everyone for their work, ideas, support
and collaboration on the review.

Licence ratifications

Greg Belton welcomed the seven delegates who had led the
workshop review groups to the stage to provide feedback
on the sessions (see the workshop review section 0n page
15 for further details).

Greg Belton invited all National Award Operators who had
received automatic full membership on the 1 April 2014,
to accept those who had been presented with full licences
between the 1 April 2014 and the Forum, as Full Members of
the Association. There was unanimous acceptance and the
motion was carried.

Following the feedback session, Greg proposed that
the International Council agree to a process to ensure
that the ideas discussed were reviewed, prioritised and
taken forward by the Foundation where appropriate. This
proposal was agreed by delegates.

Greg asked for a vote from Full Members of the Association
to accept the National Award Operators presented
with conditional licences as Associate Members of the
Association. There was unanimous acceptance and the
motion was carried.

Mapping the Future workshop
feedback

Greg stated that all Full Members were able to vote on
constitutional proposals. He asked John May to the stage to
present the constitutional resolution and make a proposal
for Full Members to vote on. (See the Constitutional Debate
section on page 24 for further details.)

John Caswell and Hazel Tiffany from Group Partners, along
with John May, led the workshop feedback session.
John Caswell said that the workshop had provoked
discussion and debate but that this was needed to
achieve sharing and collaboration. He noted that large
multinational organisations were facing similar challenges
and he praised the workshop review sessions saying:
“They nailed it for me. They had mobile, data, sharing,
platforms, tools, digital, that’s the world we live in. If we
don’t embrace that stuff and turn it into things that we
can use and take forward, we will not be the brand that
resonates with youth.”

60th anniversary
Al-Karim Khimji moved on to speak about how the 60th
anniversary of the Award was a chance to raise awareness
around the world. He introduced a 60th anniversary video
that has been produced to promote the campaign:
Watch the 60th anniversary video here

Hazel outlined the three strongest themes that had
emerged. These were:

John invited HRH to the stage. HRH said that he was
pleased with how far the Association had come during
Forum 2015 and he thanked delegates for supporting the
change to allow the Foundation to pursue the MOU. He
asked delegates if there was agreement to amend the
2003 Operational Guidelines, creating a new 2015 version.
This was agreed.
HRH said that he wanted to update the Association on
planning for the various Award anniversaries over the next
three years. To lead on this work, a development group
has been created which includes international supporters
and friends. HRH touched upon discussions that had taken
place throughout the Forum on the global brand saying that
the Association was now in a position where it can share
the brand values and drive recognition forwards:
“We’re in a great place to maximise the opportunity over
the next three years to be able to get the brand out, to
get the stories out, to humanise this, to make it about the
people that we’re working with, and very much when we’re
making noise to use the whole digital space so that we
populate everything.”
He spoke of the idea of an Award day or week and
explained that he had a proposal for the IC to review on
this.
HRH said that building networks would be a large
focus over the next three years, engaging with existing
stakeholders such as the World Fellowship and building
engagement with alumni. More research will also be
commissioned over the next three years to further prove
the benefits of the Award. He moved on to talk about a
proposal of doing a baton relay for the Founder of the
Award to celebrate the Award reaching 60 years of age.
HRH finished by saying that the Association needed to
create impact. It needed to add resource to build the
frameworks, strengthen the ongoing work and broaden the
ecosystem. He stated that the impact would not only drive
growth but would break down barriers to access and grow
the Award around the world. He thanked everyone for their
hard work throughout the Forum and in all of the daily work
that they do to grow the Award.

Theme 1 – Global brand, regional frame, local solutions
Theme 2 – Strengthening the community platform
Theme 3 – Drawing on the broader ecosystem
John clarified that whilst the themes encompassed a lot
of the issues and points raised in the workshop mapping
session, they were not final answers but a starting point
that needed further development.
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Corinna McShane, Head of Communications at the
Foundation, talked about the campaign which focuses on
sixty 60-second films with participants from 20 countries
telling their Award stories from the past 60 years. These
will be used as part of a PR campaign to promote the 60th
anniversary in 2016.
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Commitment to working together
John May said that there was a lot of work that needed
to be done to continue to work as an Award family and
he gave his commitment to making this happen, working
alongside National Award Operators. He thanked all of
the speakers, facilitators and master of ceremonies
Al-Karim Khimji. He thanked the Canadian host team
for their hospitality, the International Trustees for their
support and the wider International Council (IC). Finally
John thanked the staff at the Foundation for all of their hard
work. He invited the Chair of the Association and new Chair
of the World Fellowship, Greg Belton, to the stage.

John May welcomed International Trustee Olawale Edun to
the stage to talk about his relationship with the Award.
Olawale spoke about how the Award helped him to
deliver in terms of his personal commitment in helping
young people to grow and develop. He spoke about his
role having global responsibility and responsibility for
the Award in Africa. He highlighted the potential in the
region with over 100 million people aged between 14 and
24 in Africa. Finally he spoke about the inclusivity of the
Award and how its availability to every young person is
particularly appealing.

Forum 2018
John May moved on to the ratification of the Ghanaian bid
to host Forum 2018. He asked delegates to vote to accept
Ghana as the next host nation and the vote was carried.
The National Director of the Award in Ghana, Peter Anum,
thanked Forum delegates for accepting Ghana as the host
for Forum 2018 and introduced the Minister for Youth and
Sports and the National Patron of the Award in Ghana, The
Honourable Mustapha Ahmed, to speak.
The Honourable Minister said that he had brought
greetings from His Excellency President John Dramani
Mahama and expressed his appreciation to HRH The Duke
of Edinburgh for his unwavering commitment to young
people. The Minister spoke of the desire in Ghana to
increase Award participation significantly by 2030. Finally
he said that he welcomed input from the organisers of the
twelfth Forum to help to make Forum 2018 a success.

Greg thanked outgoing representatives on the IC and
welcomed incoming representatives. He thanked Tom
McGrath for serving as Chair of the Forum and for delivering
Forum 2015.
A full list of the current members of the IC can be accessed
via the Online Learning Hub (National Offices).
Greg invited HRH to the stage to present some certificates
of recognition.
Certificates were presented to:
• The Third President of the Republic of Kenya and former
Patron of the Award in Kenya, Mwai Kibaki, for support
and service to the Africa Regional Office (not in
attendance).
• Olli Saarela for services to the Award in Finland and
over six years of service on the IC.
• Martin Scholtz for services to the Award in South Africa
and for serving six years on the IC (not in attendance).
• Owen Springer for serving two terms on CASC and for
services to the Award in Barbados (not in attendance).
• Professor Leo Tan for many years of service to the Award
in Singapore (not in attendance).

Greg Belton invited Tom McGrath onto the stage to thank
him for leading the staff and volunteers to deliver Forum
2015. Finally he thanked three members of staff who
had worked tirelessly to deliver the event. These were
Sonji Nurse (the Foundation), Jill Hermant (the Award in
Canada) and Rick Ashbee (the Award in Canada).
John May followed by thanking International Trustee
Alan Jones who had served for 12 years as a trustee and
secured support from a vast range of donors during this
time.
He thanked Harry Collins who was stepping down as
Chair of the World Fellowship after three years in post.
Finally he thanked long-standing Chair of Trustees and
Chair of the Association Greg Belton, stating that Greg
had served for a total of 18 years. John was delighted
that Greg would continue to support the Award in his
new role as Chair of the World Fellowship.
HRH presented Global Benefactor Margaret Fountain
with a certificate to thank her for the major role she
undertakes in enabling the Award to reach more young
people around the world.
Greg Belton formally handed over the chairing of the
Board of Trustees to HRH The Earl of Wessex and invited
representatives from Canada and Ghana onto the stage
to symbolically hand over the ‘baton’ for Forum 2018.
Finally Greg Belton formally declared Forum 2015 in
Toronto, Canada, closed.

Greg Belton moved on to thank the following event
sponsors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearwater Foods
Keg Restaurants
James Richardson & Sons
Element Financial Corporation
Kinnear Financial
TD Bank Group.

John May explained that the host for IGE 2017 was usually
announced at the Forum. However as details were still
being finalised this would be announced in due course.
He went on to say that he hoped that the Forum had given
people the opportunity to review and take stock and that
the environment had allowed delegates to feel engaged
and empowered.
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Constitutional debate – summary
of decisions
A reworded version of the Association’s Constitution was
put before delegates three months before the Forum. An
alternative option to this document and approach was
proposed at Forum whereby the means of governing the
Association is changed by replacing the Constitution with
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), bringing the
current membership organisation to an end. The MoU will
introduce a structure of gatherings to ensure consultation
and discussion with all constituents and interest groups
within a less formal and more adaptable environment.

The resolution that was adopted at the final plenary
session was as follows: “This Forum resolves to mandate
IC to progress with the Foundation the form and content
of such an MOU that will replace the Constitution of the
Association, to be adopted by a vote by Full Members on
behalf of the Association, at the earliest opportunity after
further consultation.”

A proposed MoU was circulated at the event and HRH The
Earl of Wessex provided background to the proposal at an
initial plenary session on the Wednesday afternoon, before
time was set aside for regional debate on the matter.

Forum event highlights
Delegates to Forum 2015 were
lucky enough to see some of
Toronto’s dynamic and diverse
culture. The programme of evening
activities and events included:
• The Opening Ceremony at the Hockey Hall of
Fame – delegates had the chance to see where the
players are honoured and to witness the deeprooted patriotism of Canada’s official winter sport.
• A Youth Concert – delegates listened to music and
watched performances in a showcase of talent from
Canadian youth.
• The Closing Ceremony held at the Royal Ontario
Museum – delegates had the opportunity to soak up
some Canadian culture in a great atmosphere whilst
celebrating what had been achieved throughout
Forum 2015.
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Next steps
Forum 2015 provided an environment for people to reflect,
review and take stock of where the Award is today. Over
the past few years there has been a great deal of change in
how the Award is organised and managed to best meet the
needs of young people. This change process will continue
to ensure that the Award stays relevant in the 21st century.
Change sometimes brings with it uncertainty, but Forum
2015 allowed delegates the chance to ask questions,
have a voice and better understand the direction that the
Association is travelling in.
A huge amount of work needs to be done to develop and
deliver on the promises made at Forum 2015.
Below is an overview of some of the things that the
Foundation, in partnership with the Association, will be
working on over the next few months.

Development of Mapping the Future
framework
Group Partners will be meeting with Foundation staff as
part of their staff planning sessions for 2016-17. Foundation
staff will have the chance to input and develop the themes
identified and this work will be further distilled at regional
conferences in 2016.

Constitutional debate
Further work is to be done on the MoU and related
governance support material. A version will be circulated
to regional conferences for further comments. The
lnternational Council meeting in November 2016 will
progress this matter after feedback. A vote to adopt
the new MoU could be taken by Full Members of the
Association in January/February 2017, depending on
feedback and discussions with the IC.

IGE 2017
A potential host for IGE 2017 has been found and
agreements are being drawn up. Once this event has been
assessed an update will be sent to the IC for endorsement
and plans drawn up to communicate with potential
attendees from around the world.

Forum 2018
The Foundation will be working with the Award in Ghana to
deliver Forum 2018.
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Thank you
It wouldn’t be possible to
deliver an international
Forum without the support,
hard work and goodwill of
many organisations and
individuals.

Event sponsors

We would like to thank:
The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award –
Canada
Tom McGrath
Rick Ashbee
Jill Hermant and team
Jim Kershaw
Canada
The Governor General
of Canada
The Lieutenant Governor
of Ontario
Global Benefactor
Margaret Fountain
Canadian Sponsors
Lead sponsors

Wine sponsor
Mission Hill Winery
Beer sponsors
Mill Street Brewery,
Sleeman Breweries
Photography
Grant Martin Photography
Location Hosts
Fairmont Royal York Hotel,
Hockey Hall of Fame,
Royal Ontario Museum
Farewell gift
Parks Canada
Friends of Forum 2015
Charton Hobbs
Eatertainment
East End Project
Freshsox
Hudson Bay Company
KA Media
Konica Minolta
Marche Restaurant
Presidential Gourmet
Tourism Toronto
TPH – The Printing House
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Outgoing IC
Representatives
Himmat Kalsia, India
Peter Kaye, Australia
Emmanuel Sanyi, Cameroon
Klaus Vogel, Germany
Peter Westgarth, UK
Speakers
Peter Anum
John Caswell, Group 		
Partners
Olawale Edun
Sayeeful Islam
Al-Karim Khimji
Robin Sieger
Hazel Tiffany, Group
Partners
Peter Westgarth
The Honourable Minister for
Youth and Sports, Ghana

Royal Party
Christopher Carnegie
Tim Roberts
Event management and
logistics
Dave Bartelli, PSAV
Irene Butterworth, Fairmont
Royal York
Enrico Hahn, Wexas
Gordon Mowatt, Wexas
The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award
Foundation
Staff project team

Emerging Leaders
Sehui An
Matthew Burfield
Arvis Mortimer
Warren Muscat
Mwaba Mwila
Peadar O’ Lamhna
Verkanssha Purun
Jessica Silva

“The ideas and learning taken from
this year’s Forum will have a direct
impact on youth throughout the
world. No matter in what corner
of the world we are delivering this
programme, all members of the
organisation face similar hurdles
and challenges to ensure that we
are truly equipping young people for
the life ahead. We wish our friends in
Ghana the very best in hosting our
next Forum in 2018. It’s going to be a
spectacular event.”
Tom McGrath, Chair of the Forum
Host Committee

Volunteers
Vicky Buteau
Kara DaSilva
Candace Denison
Karin Doherty
Karen Gormley
Kiwayne Jones
Brenda Kondra
Sheridy Leslie
Connie Miller
Jeff Needham
Judy Ross
Lindsay Stovel
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